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LINK tools are proven to be faster and safer than ordinary hand tools.  
User tests show LINK tools signifi cantly shorten task times. You’ll be more 
productive with more billable jobs, and improve your competitive position 
and your bottom line.

Time

Money

LINK tools reduced 
task times 25% to 50% 

~US Military Tool Evaluation 

Visit www.link-tools.com for more products and information!
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”“of
Certifi ed faster and safer, all LINK tools instantly lock together - even with your existing 
tools.  You can now easily get to hard-to-reach areas with less strain and pain.  Plus there’s 
no wasted time or busted up hands from dropped sockets or tool disconnects.

Benefits
Link

Signifi cantly improved 
task performance 
and reduced body 
strain compared to 
conventional tools.

~TÜV Rheinland

Visit www.link-tools.com for more products and information!
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Ten Ways
1. Each tool automatically locks on the 

next tool, standard socket or attachment.

2. Every tool combination functions like a 

one-piece tool, LOCK SOLID from your 

hand right down to your work.

3. Annoying and time-consuming tool 

disconnects and dropped sockets are 

eliminated.  In some cases with the old-

style tools, retrieval of dropped sockets 

required partial disassembly of the work.

4. Tool attachment becomes far more 

rapid and includes the hand-to-work 

locking not present in old-style tools.

5. One-handed release of connections 

becomes routine -- with old-style tools, 

two hands were required to remove an 

attached socket or tool.

6. One-handed socket attachment or 

changing is enabled -- with the old-style 

tools two hands were always required to 

change sockets.

7. Better and faster tool combinations are 

routinely assembled and used.

8. Reduced downtime is experienced 

from lessened exposure to many work-

related injuries.

9. Independent on-the-job testing has 

now led to formal certifi cation that LINK 

TOOLS signifi cantly reduce the chronic 

body stress, strain and pain associated 

with the old style.

10. Working from a comfortable position 

without fear of tool disconnect allows for 

quicker work completion.

Right: Five LINK 

Drive Tools

Lifting 20 lbs.

In two independent on the job studies, LINK TOOLS were certifi ed to 
signifi cantly increase productivity.  90-day US military testing showed 
that use of LINK TOOLS increased productivity a minimum of one third 
in every task, in addition to yielding other benefi ts.

LINK Tools Get the 

Job Done Faster

Visit www.link-tools.com for more products and information!
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”“
Tool Designer:

This is the fi rst technological
breakthrough that I have 
seen in tools in my 
entire career!

Trailblazing drag racer, “Big Daddy” Don 
Garlits, has always been on the cutting 
edge of racing technology improvements.

The LINK Tool System was designed by legendary tool designer, 
Pete Roberts.  Pete designed the industry standard quick-release 
ratchet, which has sold over 150 million units worldwide.  Pete 
went back to the drawing board when his friends noted they 
were losing time and twisting backs when tools separated and 
fell into their work. Pete’s solution was the LINK System that is 
LOCK SOLID™ at every connection from hand-to-work.

Pete roberts

Visit www.link-tools.com for more products and information!
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”“
We are happy to report 
there were no disconnects 
during the 3-month test.

~US Military Tool Evaluation 

A series of independent evaluations by the U.S. Military confi rmed LINK  Tool’s ability to 
signifi cantly improve productivity and safety.  The military found LINK tools lowered task 
times from 25% to 50%. Turnaround time improved, because the tools eliminated wasted 
time digging out sockets and other parts with pliers or magnets.

Unmatched

Dependability

Visit www.link-tools.com for more products and information!
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&Ratchets

UniDrivers®

The LINK slide-button ratchet features a thumb operated positive-lock/quick-release sliding button 
to eliminate the most common problem with quick-release ratchets. The LINK Locker™ Ratchet 
features a male/female end and one-hand operated sliding collar for easily attaching accessories 
and sockets. Multipurpose locking UniDrivers feature a solid-steel interior shaft and aluminum 
handle for unmatched strength; Ratcheting UniDrivers feature forward, reverse and neutral. All 
LINK UniDrivers come standard with female ends and can be used as an extension bar.

Visit www.link-tools.com for more products and information!
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Adding just a few LINK TOOLS
upgrades your entire tool chest!

TM

Locking Ratchet
1/2” Drive Locker™ #50107

Slide-Button 

Locking Ratchet 
1/4” Slide-Button Ratchet #25101
3/8” Slide-Button Ratchet #38105

Ratcheting

Locking 

UniDriver
1/4” Ratcheting UniDriver #25131
3/8” Ratcheting UniDriver #38131

1/4” Standard UniDriver #25121
3/8” Standard UniDriver #38121

3/8” High-Torque UniDriver #38123
1/2” Standard UniDriver #50121

Visit www.link-tools.com for more products and information!
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3/4” Drive Locker™ #75107

1/4” Drive Locker™ #25107

3/8” Drive Locker™ #38107

Locking UniDriver/Extendo The Locker  

(1/2 dr. Locker shown,
other drive sizes have

all-metal handles.)



&U-joints

Extendors
LINK locking u-joints mean you can really work around corners, not just work a while and 
hunt for dropped parts. For very tight spots, LINK designed a Lo-Profi le™ locking u-joint  with 
a wedge against a tough ball bearing. Link locking Extendor™ bars never come loose; like 
all LINK products, they keep you  locked solid from hand-to-work! Available in a variety of 
lengths and guaranteed to be the most dependable and longest-lasting locking extension 
bars on the market.

™

Visit www.link-tools.com for more products and information!
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Locking

U-Joint

1/4” U-Joint #25201
3/8” U-Joint #38201
1/2” U-Joint #50201
3/4” U-Joint #75201

“All the drives, extensions 

and sockets stay solidly 

locked together!“
~Old Cars Weekly News and Marketplace

Lo-Profile 

Locking U-Joint

For really tight places, the compact Lo-Profile 
locking Universal Joint fits the bill.
3/8” Low-Profile U-Joint #38202

Visit www.link-tools.com for more products and information!
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LOCK SOLID AT
EVERY CONNECTION!

Locking 

Extendor™ Bars

See chart for available sizes.

Only LINK TOOLS instantly lock 

together and function as a single 

tool from hand to work.

  1.5” 2” 3” 4” 6” 8” 9” 10” 12” 16” 18” 24” 34”

1/4” •  •  •  •    • 

3/8”  •   •  •  •  • • •

1/2”   •  •   •

3/4”    •  •    •

Locking  Extendor™ Bars Availability Chart

Visit www.link-tools.com for more products and information!
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The locking palm wrench/speeder was designed to quickly hand spin your sockets then 
couple your ratchet to the palm wrench’s female end for fi nal torque.  Locking, sliding 
T-bars can be used as a quick spinner or slid into full extension for use as a breaker bar. 
Only LINK provides a locking Brace Style Speeder and a FlexHandle locking breaker bar. 
Drive-locking, electric tool adapters allow you to use the LINK locking technology with your 
power tools too!

Specialty

Tools

Visit www.link-tools.com for more products and information!
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Locking Palm 

Wrench & Speeder
1/4” Drive, Palm Wrench #25401
3/8” Drive, Palm Wrench #38401
1/2” Drive, Palm Wrench #50401

Electric Tool 

Adapter
1/4” Drive, 3” Adapter #25663

3/8” Drive, 3” Adapter # 38663

Adding just a few LINK TOOLS 

upgrades your ENTIRE tool chest!

Brace Style Speeder
1/4” Drive, 16.5” Speeder #25557

3/8” Drive, 17” Speeder #38557

Sliding, Locking T-Bars
Spin it on, then slide the T-Bar into full extension as a breaker 
bar and torque it down! Available in most drive sizes in various 
lengths.

Locking Breaker Bars
LOCKS SOLID® so you can break free the tightest bolts!
3/8” Drive, 9” Breaker #38609
3/4” Drive 21.5” Breaker #75618

  4.25” 4.5” 6” 7” 9” 20” 

 1/4” •  •  

 3/8”  •  • • 

 3/4”      •

Locking 
T-Bars
Availability
Chart

Visit www.link-tools.com for more products and information!
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Increase the productivity of every tool in your chest! LINK Professional Upgrade 
Sets upgrade your entire collection with just a few tools. Mobile Sets include 
locking tools, bits and sockets to handle almost every job. Durable custom cases 
stay organized and allow for easy, effi cient transport.

Link

Tool Kits

Visit www.link-tools.com for more products and information!
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Professional Upgrade Sets

7 Piece. 1/4” dr. #25007
7 Piece. 1/4” Deluxe #25009

(with Ratcheting UniDriver)
7 Piece. 3/8” dr. #38007

7 Piece. 3/8” Deluxe #38009
(with Ratcheting UniDriver)
6 Piece. 1/2” dr. #51006
7 Piece. 1/2” dr. #51007

(with 2 Locker Ratchets)

UniDriver & T-Bar Sets
4 Piece. 1/4” dr. #25004  18 Piece. 1/4” dr. #25018
4 Piece. 1/4” Deluxe #25005 18 Piece. 1/4” Deluxe #25019
(with Ratcheting UniDriver)  (with Ratcheting UniDriver)

Only LINK TOOLS instantly lock 

together and function as a single 

tool from hand to work.

Drive Tool Tray Sets
5 Piece. 1/4” dr. #25005
5 Piece. 3/8” dr. #38005

Visit www.link-tools.com for more set configurations!
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see Online Store or Price Sheet below 
for set configurations
of other drive sizes.)

7 Piece. 3/4” dr. #75007

(3/4” dr. set shown



41/42-Piece 1/2” 

Mobile Tool Sets
41 Piece Set #51041

42 Piece Deluxe Set #51042
(with 2 Locker™ Ratchets)

“LINK TOOLS reduce task 

times 25% to 50%”
~US Military Tool Evaluation 

41-Piece 3/8” 

Mobile Tool Set
41Piece Set #38041

41-Piece 1/4”  

Mobile Tool Set
41Piece Set #25041
41 Piece Deluxe Set #25042
(with Ratcheting UniDriver)

Visit www.link-tools.com for more set configurations!
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More  Gain                 Less  Pain
LINK® Tools not only make you more money, they 

signifi cantly reduce body strain and pain. 

”“   User tests confi rmed...
signifi cantly reduced 
         strain, stiffness and pain.

~TÜV Rheinland

pLuS

© 2008 LINK Tools International (USA), Inc. Visit www.link-tools.com for more products and information!



(effective November 1, 2010)

Stock No. Description Contents

1/4" Drive

25002 2-Piece Trial Kit $25.99 uj, x1.5

25003 3-Piece Extension Set $42.99 x6, x9, x18

25005 5-Piece Tray Set $79.99 r, uj, x3, x6, x9

25007 7-Piece Professional Upgrade Set $99.99 r, ud, uj, pw, x3, x6, x9

25009 7-Piece Deluxe Professional Upgrade Set (w/ Ratcheting UniDriver) $124.99 r, rud, uj, pw, x3, x6, x9

25018 18-Piece UniDriver and T-bar Set $99.99 ud, uj, tb5, x6, 14sb

25019 Deluxe18-piece Ratcheting UniDriver and T-bar Set $124.99 rud, uj, tb5. x6, 14sb

25041 41-Piece Mobile Tool Set in custom Case $134.99 r, ud, uj, 1.5", 3", 6", 16s (12 pt.), 19sb

25042 Deluxe 41-Piece Mobile Tool Set in custom Case w/ Ratcheting UniDriver $159.99 r, rud, uj, x1.5, x3, x6, 16s (12 pt.), 19sb

25043 Deluxe 43-Piece Mobile Tool Set in custom Case w/ Ratcheting UniDriver $188.49 r, rud, uj, x1.5, x3, x6, pw, ae, 16s (12 pt.),19sb

25076 16-piece 12-point socket Accessory Set $39.99 16s (12pt)

25079 19-piece socket-bit Accessory Set $49.99 19sb

25095 35-piece 12-point socket and socket bit Accessory Set $79.99 35s&sb

25101 Ratchet, High Polish 36-teeth $61.49 r

25107 Ratchet, The Locker, High Polish 48-teeth $44.99 lr

25121 UniDriver, Standard $18.99 ud

25131 UniDriver, Ratcheting $43.99 rud

25201 Universal Joint, Standard $15.99 uj

25304 Sliding T-Bar - 4.25 x 1.5 in. $15.69 tb5

25306 Sliding T-Bar - 6 x 1.5 in. $16.69 tb6

25401 Palm Wrench - 1.5 in. Length $14.49 pw

25501 Extendor Bar - 1.5 in. Length $10.49 x1.5

25503 Extendor Bar - 3 in. Length $11.49 x3

25506 Extendor Bar - 6 in. Length $12.49 x6

25509 Extendor Bar - 9 in. Length $13.99 x9

25518 Extendor Bar - 18 in. Length $17.49 x18

25557 Brace Style Speeder - 16.5 in. $36.99 b

25663 Electric Tool Adaptor - 3 in. Length $13.99 ae

Standard Depth 12-point and 6-point Sockets ea. $5.49 s

Deep Well Sockets ea. $6.49 ds

Single-piece, machine steel Screw Driver Socket Bits ea. $7.49 sb

Single-piece, machine steel Hex Socket Bits ea. $8.99 sb

Single-piece, machine steel Torx ® Socket Bits ea. $9.99 sb

3/8" Drive

38002 2-Piece Trial Kit $28.99 uj, x2

38003 3-Piece Extension Set $50.99 x6, x9, x18

38005 5-Piece Tray Set $99.99 r, uj, x2, x6, x9

38007 7-Piece Professional Upgrade Set $119.99 r, ud, uj, pw, x2, x6, x9

38009 7-Piece Deluxe Professional Upgrade Set (w/ Ratcheting UniDriver) $154.99 r, rud, uj, pw, x2, x6, x9

38041 41-Piece Mobile Tool Set in custom Case $159.99 r, ud, uj, x2, x6, 12s, 2sp, 22mb

38074 14-pc. Socket-mounted bit Accessory Set $49.99 14mb

38082 22-pc. Socket and spark-plug socket Accessory Set $59.99 20s, 2 sp

38096 36-pc. Socket (w/sparks) and Socket-mounted bit Accessory Set $99.99 20s, 2sp, 14mb

38104 Ratchet, Titanium Handle 45-teeth $499.99 r

38105 Ratchet, High Polish 45-teeth $65.99 r

38107 Ratchet, The Locker, High Polish 48-teeth $49.99 lr

38121 UniDriver, Standard $22.49 ud

38123 UniDriver, High Torque $49.99 udht

38131 UniDriver, Ratcheting $57.99 rud

38136 6-Piece UniDriver Set (in cloth Case) $39.99 ud, x6, 4b

38138 10-pc. Socket-mounted bit Accessory Set (cloth Case) $29.99 10b

38201 Universal Joint, Standard $17.59 uj

38202 Universal Joint, Lo-Profile $49.99 ujlp

38304 Sliding T-Bar - 4.5 x 2.25 in. $17.99 t5

38307 Sliding T-Bar - 7 x 2.25 in. $20.99 t7

38309 Sliding T-Bar - 9 x 2.25 in. $23.99 t9

38401 Palm Wrench/Speeder - 2 in. $15.99 pw

38502 Extendor Bar - 2 in. Length $11.49 x2

Price

LINK Tools Retail Price List



Price List cont.

Stock No. Description Contents

38506 Extendor Bar - 6 in. Length $12.99 x6

38509 Extendor Bar - 9 in. Length $14.99 x9

38512 Extendor Bar - 12 in. Length $18.59 x12

38518 Extendor Bar - 18 in. Length $23.49 x18

38524 Extendor Bar - 24 in. Length $33.99 x24

38534 Extendor Bar - 34 in. Length $43.99 x34

38557 Brace Style Speeder - 17 in. $38.99 b

38609 FlexHandle/Breaker Bar, 9-inch $39.99 fh

38663 Electric Tool Adaptor - 3 in. Length $24.99 ae

Standard Depth Sockets ea. $6.49 s

Spark Plug Sockets ea. $11.99 sp

Screw Driver Socket-Mounted Bits ea. $7.99 mb

Hex Socket-Mounted Bits ea. $7.99 mb

Torx® Socket Mounted Bits ea. $8.99 mb

1/2" Drive

51006 6-Piece Driver Set in Custom Case $189.99 lr, ud, uj, x3, x6, x10

51007 Deluxe 7-Piece Driver Set in Custom Case $249.99 2lr, ud, uj, x3, x6, x10

51041 41 pc. Mobile Tool Set in Custom Case $339.99 lr, ud, uj, x3, x6, x10, 35s

51042 Deluxe 42 pc. Mobile Tool Set in Custom Case $399.99 2lr, ud, uj, x3, x6, x10, 35s

50107 Ratchet, The Locker, 36-teeth $64.99 lr

50121 UniDriver, Standard $31.99 ud

50201 Universal Joint, Standard $24.99 uj

50401 Palm Wrench/Speeder - 3 in. $23.99 pw

50503 Extendor Bar - 3 in. Length $19.99 x3

50506 Extendor Bar - 6 in. Length $22.99 x6

50510 Extendor Bar - 10 in. Length $26.99 x10

Standard Depth Sockets ea. $10.99 s

3/4" Drive

75007 Deluxe 7-Piece drive tool Set in Custom Case $524.99 r, fh, uj, tb20, 4x, x8, x16

75107 Ratchet, High Polish "Locker," 36-teeth $149.99 r

75201 Universal Joint, Standard $94.99 uj

75320 Sliding T-Bar - 20 x 4.25 in. $99.99 tb20

75504 Extendor Bar - 4 in. Length $49.99 x4

75508 Extendor Bar - 8 in. Length $59.99 x8

75516 Extendor Bar - 16 in. Length $74.99 x16

75618 FlexHandle/Breaker Bar, 21.5-inch   $109.99 fh

Notes

All sockets are 6-point unless otherwise listed.  Prices subject to change without notice.

All tools guaranteed; cases not guaranteed.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY: LINK Tools warrants its hand tools to the original purchaser or 

registered owner for the useful life of the product against defects in materials and workmanship. 

Damage due to abuse, misuse, unintended use and neglect are not covered.  Modification or 

alteration voids this warranty.  Other than as may be required under applicable state law, LINK 

makes no other guarantees, expressed or implied and shall not be liable for any incidental, special 

or consequential losses, costs or damages incurred by the purchaser or others.  Defective products 

will be repaired or replaced at LINK's option.  Discontinued items that are not repairable will be 

exchanged for items of equal value.  Send the product and proof of purchase or registration prepaid 

with tracking and proof of delivery, together with return address and an explanation of the defect, to 

LINK Tools International (USA), Inc., 2440 Lakeview Ave., Chicago, IL 60614.

LINK Tools International, Chicago, IL •  Ph: 888-433-4234 •  E-mail: store@link-tools.com

'LINK', 'UniDriver', 'Extendor Bar' and 'Locker' are licensed trademarks of LINK Tools International (USA), Inc.  'Torx' is 

a trademark of the Camcar Division of Textron, Inc.
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